
(and/or sand bag or metal weight)
CAUTION: in bad weather, take down tent to avoid damage.

 

all the legs, reach under fabric at corners and 
Depress push button on lower leg and collapse

push in button and pull down �tting, repeat at 
all four corners. Hold lower scissor bars on one 
side, one person on opposite side does the 
same, lift canopy and walk towards each other 
until canopy is 2/3 collapsed. Pull fabric 
corners off the corners and lift top off the 
frame, collapse the rest of the canopy.

Pull frame out half way. Place the 
fabric top on the frame.

TO LOWER TENT:
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CAUTION: 

If you choose to 
leave the fabric 

cover on the frame 
when folding, ensure 

the fabric doesn’t 
get stuck between 

the scissor bars. 
This may rip or make 

holes the fabric. 

Attach the velcro from the cover to the 
velcro on the frame (on each corner), in the 
perfect position (not too high, not too low)     

Lift each leg and slide lower leg 
extension out until the latching button 
snaps into the �rst adjustment hole.   

For height or leveling adjustment, depress leg latching 
buttons and slide the lower leg extensions as required 
to latch at any of the four adjustment holes. Last, put 
ground spikes through each hole in the bottom legs to 
secure to ground. 

After taking everything out
of the carry bag, center 
one person on eachside, in
line with center scissors 
beam. Grasp the lower ‘V’ at the center. Both will lift 
and pull out, stepping away from each other.

Pull frame completely out. Push the trusses with 
one hand while holding the leg down with the 
other hand, until the connector clicks in his 
fasten position (on each corner)  

GAZEBO FOLDING INSTRUCTIONS
CAUTION: Keep hands on the outside of the scissor bars to avoid getting hands and �ngers being pinched.


